
RI0 - AXI3 / AXI4 INTERCONNECT 

This course covers the AXI bus protocol, described in ARM AMBA v3 and
v4

Objectives

This course details first the AXI3 protocol.
New signals present in AXI4 are then described.
The course explains the AXI4 stream protocol and indicates in which case this simplified protocol is suitable.
AXI4-lite protocol is described.
The NIC-301 interconnect IP is studied, clarifying synthesis options as well as software QOS parameterizing.
AXI Coherency Extensions (ACE) new channels are explained through an overall introduction to snooping.
The CCI-400 interconnect IP is described, highlighting the purpose of ACE-lite ports.

A more detailed course description is available on request at training@ac6-training.com

Prerequisites

Knowledge of an interconnect, such as IBM CoreConnect or ARM AHB is recommended.

Course Environment

Theoretical course
PDF course material (in English) supplemented by a printed version for face-to-face courses.
Online courses are dispensed using the Teams video-conferencing system.
The trainer answers trainees' questions during the training and provide technical and pedagogical assistance.

At the start of each session the trainer will interact with the trainees to ensure the course fits their expectations and correct if
needed

Target Audience

Any embedded systems engineer or technician with the above prerequisites.

Evaluation modalities

The prerequisites indicated above are assessed before the training by the technical supervision of the traineein his company, or
by the trainee himself in the exceptional case of an individual trainee.
Trainee progress is assessed by quizzes offered at the end of various sections to verify that the trainees have assimilated the
points presented
At the end of the training, each trainee receives a certificate attesting that they have successfully completed the course.

In the event of a problem, discovered during the course, due to a lack of prerequisites by the trainee a different or additional
training is offered to them, generally to reinforce their prerequisites,in agreement with their company manager if applicable.
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Plan

FIRST DAY

AXI3 PROTOCOL

ARM AMBA versions
Basic read and write transactions, pipelining, data reordering
Global signals, clocking, low power handshake interface
Detailing address channel signals
Detailing data channel signals
Detailing response signals
Ordering model
Managing exclusive resources

AXI4 NEW SIGNALS

QoS signalling, defining a per-transaction priority
Multiple region signalling

AXI4 LITE

Simpler control register-style interface
Bursts of 1 data beat
Conversion, protection and detection

AXI4 STREAM

Objectives of this new protocol
Byte stream example
Merging and packing
Downsizing / upsizing
Packet transfer

NIC-301 AXI3 INTERCONNECT

TrustZone support
Programmable features, QoS
Arbitration algorithms
Programmer�s model

SECOND DAY

INTRODUCTION TO CACHE AND TLB COHERENCY

Cache organization
Explaining the need for coherency
Translation Lookaside Buffer
Implementing an I/O MMU

AXI COHERENCY EXTENSION

Signals added to the traditional 5 channels
Explaining what is a shareability domain
Using barriers, related ARM instructions
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The three additional channels
ACE new transactions: explaining through sequences their utilization
Distributed virtual memory
ACE-lite subset

CCI-400 AXI4 ACE INTERCONNECT

SoC architecture example
Implementation in a Big/little system
Performance monitoring unit
TrustZone support
QoS value arbitration and propagation
Regulation of outstanding transactions
QoS value based on latency measurement

Renseignements pratiques

Duration : 2 days
Cost : 1970 € HT
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